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Programming Web Applications with Node, Express and PugApress, 2016

	Learn how to program modern web applications using the full Node.js platform, including Node.js on the server, Express for middleware and routing, and Pug (formerly Jade) to simplify the creation of views.


	Node.js is the foundation of all full JavaScript apps and plenty of books cover its full usage. This book focuses on how to use...
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Learning Python Design Patterns - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Understand the structural, creational, and behavioral Python design patterns
	
		Get to know the context and application of design patterns to solve real-world problems in software architecture, design, and application development
	
		Get practical exposure through sample...
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Building Embedded Systems: Programmable HardwareApress, 2016

	 This is a book about developing the software and hardware you never think about. We're talking about the nitty-gritty behind the buttons on your microwave, inside your thermostat, inside the keyboard used to type this description, and even running the monitor on which you are reading it now. Such stuff is termed embedded systems,...
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Creating Dynamic UI with Android Fragments - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Create engaging apps with fragments to provide a rich user interface that dynamically adapts to the individual characteristics of your customers' tablets and smartphones


	About This Book

	
		From an eminent author comes a book that will help you create engaging apps that dynamically adapt to individual...
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Securing SQL Server: DBAs Defending the DatabaseApress, 2016

	
		Protect your data from attack by using SQL Server technologies to implement a defense-in-depth strategy, performing threat analysis, and encrypting sensitive data as a last line of defense against compromise. The multi-layered approach in this book helps ensure that a single breach doesn't lead to loss or compromise of your data...
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Systems Analysis and Design (Shelly Cashman Series)Cengage Learning, 2016

	Discover a practical, streamlined, updated approach to information systems development that covers both traditional and emerging technologies and approaches to systems analysis and design. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN, 11E offers a well-organized, streamlined approach. Chapter objectives are keyed directly to chapter headings, making content...
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Designing Efficient BPM Applications: A Process-Based Guide for BeginnersO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Looking for efficiency gains in your business? If you’re a business analyst, this practical guide will show you how to design effective business process management (BPM) applications. Every business uses business processes—these everyday tasks help you gain and retain customers, stay profitable, and keep your operations...
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Practical Hadoop Migration: How to Integrate Your RDBMS with the Hadoop Ecosystem and Re-Architect Relational Applications to NoSQLApress, 2016

	Re-architect relational applications to NoSQL, integrate relational database management systems with the Hadoop ecosystem, and transform and migrate relational data to and from Hadoop components. This book covers the best-practice design approaches to re-architecting your relational applications and transforming your relational data to...
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Securing PHP AppsApress, 2016

	
		Secure your PHP-based web applications with this compact handbook. You'll get clear, practical and actionable details on how to secure various parts of your PHP web application. You'll also find scenarios to handle and improve existing legacy issues.

	
		Is your PHP app truly secure? Let's make sure you get home...
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Scrum: Novice to Ninja: Methods for Agile, Powerful DevelopmentSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2016

	
		Why should you use Scrum in your web projects? Simply put, it'll enable your team to get more done in less time.

	
		Scrum is the most popular agile project management methodology used in web projects today. While most Scrum books tend to be lengthy textbooks that cover every detail of Scrum for all types of...
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Foundations for Analytics with PythonO'Reilly, 2016

	
		If you’re like many of Excel’s 750 million users, you want to do more with your data—like repeating similar analyses over hundreds of files, or combining data in many files for analysis at one time. This practical guide shows ambitious non-programmers how to automate and scale the processing and analysis of data in...
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Interview Questions in Business AnalyticsApress, 2016

	Discover relevant questionsâ€•and detailed answersâ€•to help you prepare for job interviews and break into the field of analytics. This book contains more than 200 questions based on consultations with hiring managers and technical professionals already working in analytics. Interview Questions in Business Analytics: How to Ace...
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